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Abstract
The differential protection technique is very popul ar for protecting power transformers of
variou s ratings and configurat ions and is based on the differe nces between the primary
side and secondary side current s. The differ ence currents contain information when
adequately processed and provide a clear pictur e about the transformer operating
conditions. Among seve ral approaches devel oped to process dif ferential currents,
harmonic analysis is widely empl oyed for several utilities, industrial , comm erc ial and
residentia l applic ation s.
The extraction of certain harmonic comp onent s present in the differential currents can be
critical in distinguishin g between the magnetizing inrush current and any internal fault
current. The discrete Fourier transform can be the preferred choice in the analysis that
leads to an improvement in the protection of power transformer s. The implem entation of a
digital filtering approach is usually accompli shed using microproc essor platform s, which
offer accuracy, speed, reliabi lity and simplicity for protection of distribution transform ers.
This thesis implements, for the first time, harmonic analysis of differ ential currents for
protection of power transformers in a microcontroll er. The analysis is based on a discrete
Fourier transform and is realized using a c-code for testing the 3-phase laboratory
transforme r. Performance s of the microprocessor digital relay show simple
implementation, reliabi lity, speed and accuracy for distrib ution type transforme rs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Ge neral
Digital protection has been an area of interest for the last three decades. In the early
1970' s the use of the computer was proposed for the protection of power systems.
Efforts are being made to increase the reliability, speed, economics and flexibil ity and to
reduce the size of the protection system. Advancement of the microproc essor, like
microcontroll er, made it possible to achieve the objectives of the proposed protection of
a power distribution transformer.
The protection of the power transforme r poses a challenge to protection engineers, such
as protection from magnetizing inrushes in power transformers made up of iron
laminati ons during over-vo ltage excitation. Simple and ordinary electro-mechanical
relays have failed to adequately fulfill these versatile requirements . These requirements
include protecti on that identifies magnetizin g inrush current, saturation and over-
excitation. Magnetizing inrush occurs at the instance of switching on the power
transformer, whereas over excitation is due to voltage surges at input or saturation of the
iron laminated core of the power transformer. Differential current protection is the most
popular techniqu e for the protect ion of the transformer. In the ideal case, these
differential currents are linear. However, the residual flux density and saturation of iron
lamination make the inrush current non-line ar and non-sinusoidal. The differential
protecti on technique is used for digital protecti on of the power transformer. It requires
the sampling of the input current data and evaluation acco rding to the algor ithm used.
These input sample data are dig itally filtered by the algori thm in the processor and
declares the fault or no fault like inrush.
1.2 Summary of Short Literature Review
The power transform er is one of the most essential components of a power system.
Power transformers are broadly classified as: (I ) Generatin g transformer, (2)
Tran smission transform er, (3) Distributi on transformer, in terms of power and voltage
rating s. The generatin g transformer is connected to the generator directly and usually
located just outside the generating building. The generator and the generating
transform er are called the unit transformer. The generating transformer is a step up
power transformer having ratings of 13.8 kVI l 32kV (Line to Line), etc. Transmissio n
transformers are located in transmission substations. These are step up transformers
having standard voltage ratings of I38kV/230kV /34 5kV/500kV1735 kV. At the load
center (substation) the transmission transformers are step down types having standard
voltage ratin gs I32kV/66 kV/33 kV. The distribut ion transform ers are typically low
voltage types having standard voltage ratings of33kVI12.4 7kV/4.16kV/575V/208V (L-
L) and IIOV (L-N) .This thesis deals with the protection of distributi on power
transformer s.
There are two types of major over current abnormalities in power transformers. The first
one is the fault currents and the other one is magn etizing inrush currents. The obje ctives
of all types of distribution transformer protection includ e the art and science of
protectin g aga inst the faults in the transformer itself and agai nst high magnetizing inrush
currents during the initial switching. The art of protection also lies on the intelligent
decision to trip a circuit breaker against any fault , while restraining the trip of the circuit
breaker during the inrush condi tions . The discriminating features invo lve isolating the
fault current but allowing the inrush current s for the first six cycles or hundred
milliseconds of the sixty hertz (60Hz) power system as per IEEE standard .
Many analog and digital circuits are employed for protection of power transformers.
There exist numerous papers and methods in the literature for power transformer
protection. The earlier art of power transformer protec tion is mechanical or analog types
over the years until the 1980s [1-18]. Systematic researches are being carried out at the
Memoria l Universi ty's Power Research Laboratory for deve loping and improv ing the
digital protection of power transformer, as a part of worldwide researc h and
development of techniques for protecting the power transformers [19-64]. A brief review
of the literature would highlight the contribution of the researc hes to achieve these goals.
In 1979, MUN undergraduate student, Eric Downton had successfu lly implemented the
weighted least square algorithms for discrimina ting between inrush and fault currents in
power transformers [22]. Gangopandhy, a MUN graduate student, did complete digital
computer based simulation of the magnetizing inrush and fault currents in 1980 [30].
Rahman, Dash, Phadke, Jeyasurya and Yalla contrib uted significant ly towards digital
protect ion of power transforme rs by employing various techniques and methods for
performing harmonic analyses [16, 22, 24, 30, 33, 38, and 40].
Ivi Harmanto , anothe r MUN graduate student, was the first to use the microproce ssor
based protect ion of a power transformer in the late 1980s [21, 23 and 37]. In recent
years, intelligent high speed digital relays have been introduced; employing artificia l
neural networks, fuzzy logics and wavelet techniqu es based protection of power
transform ers . These newer intelligent techniqu es were investiga ted by many other MUN
graduate students like Zaman , Hoque, Darwash, So and Saleh on di fferent aspects for
using computer relaying of power systems [47-50 , 62]. The uses of micro contro llers are
not well research ed for distributi on type power transformers. The microcontroll er based
digital relay is now considered as cheap and inexpensive for stand-alone protect ion of
sing le and three phase power distribut ion transform ers. These cost effective
microcontroll er relays are connected in parallel with the standard HRC (high
interrupting capacity) English Electric fuses.
1.3 Pertinent and Brief Literatu re Review on Digital Protecti on
Earlier protection schemes of power transform er protection are both electro-mechanica l
and analog electronic types. Since the 1960s research has moved towards computer
relaying. The computer relaying in power transformer protection has been progressing in
step with advance s in high speed computing since the 1970s . The digital algorithms for
power transformer protection have been the focus of the research in computer relaying.
Rockfeller introduced a detailed digital scheme for fault protect ion in the jo int Pacific
Gas & Electric (PG&E) and Westinghouse sub-station project [9]. Digital relays for
transformer protection are based on a harmoni c restraint percent age different ial current
principl e. The harm onic analy sis is carried out for digital processing of the differential
current samples. The primar y design obje ctive is to find a fast and accur ate algor ithm to
quickly calculat e the fundamental , second and higher, (pa rticularly the fifth) harmonic
components from the current samples. Sykes and Morri son attempted to extract the
fundamental (151) and second harmonic (2nd) components of different ial current samples
using two recu rsive filter s [14]. The ratio of 2nd/I SI harmonics has been obtained to
distinguish between the magnetizing inrush and fault current s of a power transformer
using digital filters [12, 14]. Malik proposed the cross-correl ation algorithm which
involve s comput ation of odd and even functions of any harmonic s from the differential
current samples [16]. The ratio of 2nd/I st harmonic s has been used as a thre shold value to
declare the inrush conditi on, if it is more than 17%. Schwe itze r used the finite impulse
response (FIR) filter to estimate the harmonic comp onents of the differenti al current ofa
power transformer protection to declare the fault , if the ratio of 2nd/ Ist harmonic
magnitudes is less than 17% [17]. Degens used the least squar e curve-fitting technique
to find the ratio of 2nd/I st harmonic components for restraining an inrush trip in a power
transformer [20]. Rahman extended it to include the weighted least square algorithm for
better restraint of the inrush trip in an over-excited power distribut ion transformer [22].
Ramamoorty introdu ced the Fourier transform techniqu e to extract the harmonic
comp onent s of current from one cycle of inrush or fault current samples [II]. In these
earlier digital protections of power transformers up to 16 current samples per cycl e were
used for simulations and field tests.
The rectangular transform algorithm involving computation of Fourier sine and cosine
coe fficients has been used by Rahman and Dash for fast but reliable protecti on of power
transformer s [24] . The response of the algorithm was reasonabl y fast because the
calculation of the harmonic coefficients up to the s" requires only a few additions and
subtractions. It was both simulated and experimentall y tested using an Intel 8085
microproc essor. These protecti on schemes for power transformer s were implement ed
using 12 current samples per cycle [24] . Thorp and Phadke utilized a discrete Fourier
transform (OFT) algor ithm for microprocessor based protect ion of power transformers
using also 12 current samples per cycle [23].
Many other digital algor ithms have been used for power transform er protection. These
includ e the Kalman filtering techniqu e [33, 38], spectral observe r technique [31J,Walsh
functions [29], I-Iaar function [27], artificia l neural networks [51] , wave let packet
transforms [55, 57], wavelet filter banks [58], a multi-r esolut ion signal decomp osit ion
techn ique [53] and elec tromagnetic transient models [44], etc.
In both simulation and experimental testing of modem digital protection of power
transformers following the IEEE standard of six cycles of the 60 Hz in North America.
The 16 current samples per cycle which cove r 100 ms for 6 cycles , are used because of
the availabilit y of high speed and large memory capabil ities of modern computers.
A comparative analysis on vario us algorithms for differential pro tection of three phase
power transformers has been made by Habib and Martin [32]. Performance indices have
been calculated on the basis of computin g time and sampling frequ ency using 16
samples per cycle . Rahm an and Jeyasurya have systematica lly carr ied out another
compara tive study of six algorithms, namely discrete Fourier transform , rectangular
transform , Walsh functi ons, Haar funct ions, finite impul se response and least square
curve fitting techniques for the digital protec tion of power transform ers using the same
mainfram e comput er. The common sampling frequency was 960 Hz and 16 current
samples per cycle were used. It has been established in both independent studies that the
Discrete Four ier transform is the most efficien t algori thm in term s of speed, accurac y
and reliabilit y for the harm onic restra int differential protection of power transformers. A
brief analysis of the popul ar OFT technique is presented in the next section.
1.3.1 Digital Algorithms for Power Transformer Protection
For power transformer protection, there exist many digital relay algorithms . Some of the
algorithms are discussed in the above paragra ph. Mos t of these are based on the
harmonic restraint. Genera lly these are similar to each other. But the only difference is
the method of calculating the harmonic components. It has been found that amo ng these
algori thms the discrete Fourier transform (OFT) is the best one in term s of speed,
accuracy , memory requirements and reliability [II , 32 and 33]. A brief descr iption of
this technique is discussed in the section below.
1.3.2 Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
Ramamoorthy was the first researcher who proposed that the fundamenta l com ponent of
a current wave can be extrac ted form the fault transient by correlating the stored samples
of sine and cos ine waves [II]. Fourier series were used to develop this theory. Fourier
series theory states that any periodic funct ion f(t) having a finite numb er of
discontin uities in the interva l of (O,T) can be modeled in the interval as :
J( t) = ~ + L k=l (Ck cos(k wt ) + Sk sin(k wt )) .... .... (1.1)
whe re
ao={:- f; J (t )dt
s, = ~J; f(t)s in( kw t) dt
Ck = ~J; f(t)cos(kw t)dt... .. .. .. .. . .. . (1.2)
ao is the de compo nent or average value and Sk and Ck are the sine and cosine functions
of the Fourier coeffic ients, respectively. If the wave is sample d at equa l time intervals
and time space !J.T then there is a tota l of N/!J.T samples per cycle, the Skand Ck can be
represente d as :
Sk=; 2:~:-J x( n) sin c:,n)..
C, = ; 2:~:-J x( n) cos(2rr:n)
where x( n) is the sampled wave form at the nth instant.
A matrix prese ntatio n of the above equations is as follows:
S = CsX .
C = CcX ..
.. .. .. .. . (1.3)
.. .. .. (1.4)
.. (1.5)
. . . .. (1.6)
where S, C are the vectors containing sine and cosine components of the sampled
wavefo rms, respectively. C, and C, are system matrices containing sine an~ cosine
coefficients, respectively. X is the vector containing the sampled wavefor m to be
analyzed . The dimension of the system matrices C, and Ccare N xN whereas vectors C, S
and X are of the length N. For the protection of the power transform er a data window of
16 sample per cycles (N=16) is selected to get the all the required harmonics [37]. The
cosine (Cc) and sine (Cs) syste m matrices are as following:
[COS c xn1: 1X1)
C
e
= COS c xn1:1 X2)
( 2 X~X 1 X 1 6)COS--16'
cosCxn1: 2X1) .
cosCxn1: 2X2) .
coscXn::X16) ... ...
::: i:::~i:::l ] (1.7 )
COS Cxn~~6 X 1 6)
[
s in c xn1:1 X1) s in c xn1:2 X1) ... ... s in cxn:~ 6X1 ) ]
C
s
= sin c xn1:1 X2) s in Cxn1:2X2) ...... si n cxn:~6X 2) ... (1.8)
sin CX~:~ X16) sin cxn::x16) ...... s in CX;~~6X1 6)
From the sys tem mat rices C, and Ce, the amp litude of the nth harmonic can be comp uted
Fk =~ (S~ + Cli)
where Fj is the kth harmo nic Fourie r coefficient and k = 1, 2, 3, ... ,N .
( 1.9)
1.3.3 Application of Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) in Power
Distributi on Transformer Protection
The OFT coefficient s are of frequ ency selective filters and these coefficients are used to
extract the frequency components from time domain signals. In the power distribution
transformer protection, three such filters are used to extract the fundamental, seco nd and
fifth harmonic compo nents . From the equatio n (1.9), these harmo nics can be calcul ated .
The se are FI, F2 and r, respectively.
In the case of magnetizing inru sh current the ratio of F2/F I is grea ter than 17.7% and it is
less than 17.7% for intern al fau lts. For the magnetizing inrush curre nt the magnitud e is
quite high for the first few cycles but the ratio F2/F)remains higher than the threshold
level of 17.7% and thu s the protecti on relay wou ld restrain from opera tion for
mag net izing inru sh cond itions . For the interna l faults the ratio F2/F I is less than the
threshold level of 17.7% and thus operates the protection relay. In the over excitation
and saturat ion cases the ratio F2/F 1 may fall below the threshold level of 17.7% and
there exists no fault, then the ratio Fs/F 1 is calcul ated and its threshold value is 6.5%. If
the ratio is above than this level , then there is no fault condi tion and a rest raint signal is
give n to the relay for not trippin g.
1.4 Purpose of T his Thesis
There are seve ral techniqu es for realizing the microp rocessor based digital protection of
the power transform er. Each techniqu e has offered some operational advantages like
speed, accuracy, reliabi lity and size. The performances of some differential protection
techniqu es were investigated off-line whil e other s were experim entally verified. Despite
testing different transform ers, which caused some performance variations, perform ance
comparison between various protections techniqu es are reported in the literatur e.
The purpose of this thesis is to realize the microcontroll er based digital protection
syste m for a laboratory powe r transformer to achieve reliable, accurate, flexibl e and cost
effective protection which is comp act in size. The developed digital prot ecti ve relay is
based on harmonic analysis , which is realized employing the discrete Fourier transform
(OFT). The se current signals are passed throu gh an anti-aliasing filter before being
digiti zed by the analog to digital converters (AOC) on the input side of the
microprocessor. The developed OFT-b ased harmonic ana lysis is design ed to extract the
1st, 2nd, and 5th harmonic s, present in the differenti al currents. The distinction between .
fault and magnetizing inrush currents is set based on the ratios of 2nd to 1st harmonics, as
well as the 5th to Ist ones .
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The hardware part consists of a cur rent to voltage isolator as sca ling circuits to acquire
the current signal from current transformers on the primar y and secondary sides of the
tested power transformer in the MUN power research laboratory. Anti-aliasing filters are
used to eliminate the unwanted signals. Certain threshold levels are predefined
according to the transform er parameters. These levels are defined in the so ftware. These
param eters are verified accordin g to the speed of the processor . All analog to digital
conversions take place in the contro ller board. The Discrete Fourier Transfo rm (OFT) is
used in this protect ion system.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
Chapter I : It states the probl em.
Chapter 2: It provides the non-lin ear behaviour of a power transform er through
illustrating the magneti zing inrush phenomen a, along with the magneti zing saturation of
the core and current transformer. It also discusses ove r exci tation in power transformers.
Chapter 3: It provides the details of hardware implementation. It includes scaling circuit
analog filter microcontroller, electronic control circuit and electronic switch.
Chapter 4: It gives the details of softwa re exec ution for fault and no fault conditions
(inrush) by using harmonics ratios.
Chapter 5: Harmonic s ratio s are ana lyzed and tested for the no fault (inrush) and fault
conditi ons. It provides the real time testing of so ftware and hardwar e designs. These
result s are eva luated in MATLA B environment.
Chapter 6: It summarizes the conclu sions and sugges ts future works.
Chapter 2
Power Transformer Protection Principles
Amon g the differe nt protection technique s the differential protecti on method is the
most popular one . In the followin g sections this method is discussed.
2.1 Differential Protection Techniqu e
The differential protection techniqu e is based on extraction of informat ion from
di fferential curr ents , which are determined as the difference s between the primary and
seco ndary curr ents. In norm al conditi ons the differential currents must have very small
values. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic diagram for a basic biased differenti al circuit,
where the net current flowing in the differen tia l circuit is used for protect ion purpo ses .
The net current flow in the operating relay would operate the relay. Due to current
transformer saturation or magneti zing inrush current, the unbia sed protectiv e system
may operate and thus cause the unnecessary tripping of the system . Therefore the
restraining coil is energised in the protection circuit to overcome this problem .
S=Restraint circuit coil
d=Operate circuit coil
Figure 2.1: Biased Transfo rmer Differential Protection [61]
2.2 Tripping Characteristics of Differential Relay
The tripping actions of a differential relay are determined based on the differential
current r,
(2.1)
This current represents the difference between the primary current I, and secondary
current Iy• The current Id can also have a value due to:
1. Current transformers mismatch on primary and secondary side.
2. Saturation in the core of the main transformer or the current transformer.
3. Transient disturbances such as magnetizing inrush or fault currents, open
supply and over-excitation.
In general, differential protection is used for protecting various components in power
systems. This differential protection provides, with high selectivity of the protection
differential relay, from internal fault and shunt faults. This protectio n princip le is used
for the protect ion of generators, motors, power transformers and transmission lines.
For power transformers, we have to arrange special protection techniqu es, due to non
linear characteristics of the transformer. That is the reason, the ratios of the 2nd and 5th
harmonics to the fundamental component of the differential current are applied for
restraining purposes [5]. Figure 2.2 shows the restraining and tripping area of the
differentia l curren t with respect to the bias current [61].
Tripping
Are a
O'---'--------'---------'-------'--L.----'-------'---'
o
Figure 2.2: Differentia l Relay Tripping Characteristics [61]
2.3 Magnetizing Inrush Current
An internal fault causes significant current to operate the different ial relay. But in the
same time, magnetizing inrush, saturation of current transformer and over excitation of
current transformer may also energize the trip coil of the differential relay.
The response of the inrush current de pends upon the switc hing angle of the input
voltage . Figure 2.3 shows the sample exa mple of decreasing amplitude of the inrush
current with tim e when switching angle of the input voltage is zero.The other
respon ses, with the different switching angles of the input voltage are shown in the
appendix B. This single phase simulation result of inrush current is obtained using
Matlab. The residual flux in the lamination co re ofa 3- phase transformeris not
conside red.
Sw itching Angle (La mda)= O'a nd Satura ting Angle (Theta)= 0 rad ian
200 ,-----r- -r- --,-- -,-- --,--- ,--- ,---,- -.. 0.2
-200 -0.2
o 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18
Angle(radian)
Figure 2.3 : Input Volta ge and Inrush Current when Swit ch ing Angle = 0°
When the transformer is switched ON . the steady state flux enters in the core of
transfo rmer. Here the seco ndary of the transfo rmer is ope n. The flux is quadrat ure with
the inp ut voltage. neglecti ng the resistance of the windi ngs. The flux in the core has
the same shape but may have different in ampl itude and phase shift. The starting point
of the steady flux is also dependent on residual flux, Figure 2.4. Total flux at any
instant would be the sum of steady state flux and residu al flux. Transient flux at any
instant is equal to the magnitude of residual flux. It is ana logous to the de transient
comp onent of asymm etrical faults currents. Inrush would be zero at point Y, as the
instantaneous flux is the same as the residual flux. Magnetizing inrush current occurs
when the polarity and magnitude of the residual flux do not agree with the polarity and
magnitude of the instantaneous flux [5]. The amp litude of the inrush varies dependin g
upon the switchin g angle and the residual flux. In the figure 2.4, the switch is closed at
O. The residual flux is in the positive direction. At point X the steady state flux is zero
and at point Y the steady state flux is equal to the residual flux.
Figure 2.4: Voltage, flux and curr ent durin g the magneti zing inrush current.
The transformer is energised at 0 degree of switc hing. If the transform er is energi sed at
point Y, there would not be any inrush as the residu al flux is equal to the steady state
FLUX
•
flux. Ther e would not be any transient flux at this point. If the transform er is energize d
at the 1800 position, then the tran sient flux would be produc ed in the oppos ite
directi on [5] . The amount of the residual flux is determined by the hyster esis curve of
the transformer. The excitation curve of figure 2.5 can be used to estab lish the inrush
curve. Ass ume that sections OS and SP are straight lines. By extending the points on
instantaneous flux at 900 degree, we get the point l, and flux . Simi larly extending other
points we get the entire cu rve for inrush current.
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Figure 2.5: Derivation of magnetizing inrush current from the excitation characteristic [5]
If the resid ual flux is equal to the saturation den sity, the inru sh current wou ld be a sine
wave whil e offsetting the negati ve cycle. Here the fault current cann ot be distingui shed
from the inrush current. But practicall y the residu al flux is always less than the
saturation densit y. Thi s inru sh wave form is di fferent from the fault curr ent wave form.
In the figure 2.5 residual fluxes are taken to be 40% of the rated flux. In the modern
stee l core transform er the residual flux is 90% of the maximum rated flux.
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Figure 2.6: Effec t of residual flux on inrush current, at saturation density [5]
The damp ing effect due to the resista nce of the source and winding of the transformer
would reduce the excitat ion voltage and thus reduc e the inrush current. This dampin g
effect is taken as a safe ty factor against the false trippin g of differential relays. This is
shown in figure 2.7. In modern stee l the saturation density is fixed to 140% rated peak
flux. The width of the inrush has reduc ed to 3300 as compared to the figure 2.5 due to
the damp ing effect. The harmonic contents of the inrush show n in the figure 2.6 are as
follows [5]:
Fundamenta l=100%
Second Harmonic= 17.1%
Third harmonic= 7.4%
The minimum possible second harmonic component is 16 to 17% of the fundamental.
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Figure 2.7: Effect of residual flux on inrush current, at 90% satura tion density
Inrush current is compl icated in the three-ph ase transformers. It can be in more than
one phase . These phases can also be affecte d by the connec tions and magnetic
coupling between the phases. The maxi mum amo unt of residual flux in each phase
would be 90% of the rated flux.
The magnetizing inrush current is significantly dependent upon the residua l flux in the
core. As shown in figure 2.8 the transfor mer with the magnet ic material, with a sharp
knee point, has a flat magne tizing curve above the knee point. Two different types of
the core materials are being used. The grain oriented electrica l stee l, (the newer type) ,
_ _~I
has a greater portion of the residual magnetization as compared to the non-oriented
electrical steel (older type). The gap of maximum residua l flux is along the y-intercept
between the 1.4 Wb/m2 and 1.8 Wb/m2.
NC\NC ," ty pe : " , ·ni .. oJ ·le n _cd c lcctr -icn l ~tcc l
Figure 2.8: Magnetizing Curve for Stee l Core Tra nsformers [13]
2.4 Over -excitation
A common transformer with the standard iron lamination core is operated in the range
of 1.4 Wb/m 2 to 1.8 Wb/m2• When this flux goes beyond this limit then the transformer
is in an overexcited state and can cause transformer winding damage in a few seconds .
This over exc itation may be due to high input voltage, low frequency, cleara nce of the
fault. Only the fuse can protect this type of fault. Under spec ificat ion of the fuse may
cause this fault. The third and fifth harmo nics may distinguish the over-excitation and
fault or load current. The third harmonic can be filtered out by the three phase current
transformer with delta connection on Y-side. The 5th harmonic restraint is applied to
prevent the trippin g from normal ove r excitation. 12 to 16 samples per cycle are
required for good measurement of the 5th harmonic.
2.5 Current Transformer Saturation
Current transform ers are used to take the sample current for the differential relays.
These transformer s can be satu rated when excessive curr ent is conduct ed throu gh
them . This saturation occurs due to slow decaying de comp onents of internal and
external faults. The dc component arises due to induc tive behaviour of the coil of the
current transformer. Percentage biasing of the differential relay is appli ed to overcome
this problem [3).
2.6 Three Phase Transformer Protection
Three phase di fferenti al protection is more difficult than the single phase transformer
protection technique. Here, three phases are to be considered on both sides of the
transform er.
2.6.1 Current Transformers (CTs)
These are the sensing part of the test equipment. It takes the curr ent from each phase
for data analysis. Three CTs are used at the primary side and three are used on the
secondary side of the transformer. In order to block the zero sequence current on
external ground fault and to compensate for the 30 degree phase shift by Y/!'J.
connection of the main transformer, the three transformers on the delta (!'J.) side of the
main transformer are connected in Y and Y side if the main transformer is connected
in delta (!'J.) .
Figure 2.9 shows when an external ground fault exists . If CTs are connec ted in delta
there would not be any zero sequence current and if these are in Y-confi guration, it
would trip the relay. The current in delta (6) connected CTs would have cur rent (1/'./3)
times the Y connecte d CTs . These CTs have to match the rated current of the
transformer (as these current of the main transfo rmer inverse ratio of current as
comp aring primary and secondary). If the transformer has tap cha nging then the
differential protection sys tem must fulfill the requirements.
C irc uit C u rre nt
Breaker Tra nsformer
L M a n ua l s w ilc h
C u rre nt C irc u it
Transformer Breaker
Figure 2.9 Different ial Protection Scheme for Three Phase Power Transformer [4].
In this the power transformer is delta-star connected . On delta side the CTs are
connected in star and on the star side the CTs are connected in delta as shown in the
figure 2.9. Under normal working condition s the circulating currents caused by the
primary and seco ndary load current in the relay circuit will balance; but under fault
conditions the balance will no longer be there and the relay will be energize d to trip the
circuit breakers on the primary and secondary side.
2.6.2 Harmonic Restraint s for Differential Prot ection
Magnetic Inrush current appears as an interna l fault current and it needs to be
addressed. No rmal biasing in the differential protection is ineffective . Harmonic
restraint is requ ired to prevent misoperation of relays. In the start, as show n in figure
2.10, harmonic restraint rectifie s the inrush current and adds these in percentage
restrain t, through inductor- capacitor filtering. This is a sing le-phase protection system
but it can be extended to a three-phase system . This relay is adjusted until the second
harmonic crosses the certain predefi ned limit. Over-current protect ion is also provided
as in the fault current, direct current offse t and harmonics and fault curr ent itself for
safety purposes [7]. Power Distr ibution
Transform er
----
Figure 2.10: Basic circuit for harmonic restraint relay [7]
In figure 2.11, a separate blocking relay whose contacts are in series with differential
relay, so that blocking relay would opera te if the second harmonic is below the
predefined limit [12].
Harmonic pass Fundamental pass
Figure 2.11: Basic circuit for harmonic blocking relay [12]
In conclusion, the basic elements of a modern power transformer relay are provided
in this chapter. Here the inductor and capacitor are included to provide the restraint for
the relay. In the next chapters, the harmonic ratios are used for the filtering of these
harmonics from the faults. The discrete Fourier transform is used as an algorithm for
the filtering.
Chapter 3
Hardware Design of Microcontroller-based
Protection of Three Phase Power Transformer
3.1 Introduction
Design of a hardware system is important for the power transfo rmer protectio n. The
des ign process invo lves both the electro-mechanical and elec tron ic compone nts for the
successful protec tion of a power transformer. In chapter 2 the principle of protection
aga inst the inrush currents and the faults is exp lained. Figure 3.1 shows the electrical
schematics of the laboratory SkVA, 3-phase power transformer with tap changing
provisions. The system block diagram is show n in figure 3.2. Hold ing circuit,
mult iplexing circuit, multi plexer and processor are included in the programmable
controller card. The pertin ent details are given in the following sections .
Three Phase 5kVA 230/550·575·600 VDeltalWye Power
Distribution Transformer
ThreePhase
Powersupply
Figure 3. 1: Experimental Set Up
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Current
Transformer
ThreePhase I I ThreePhase Power Distribution
Outp utPower~
Supply I Transformer
Figure 3.2: System Block Diagram
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Three Phase 5kVA 230/550·575·600 VPower Distribution
Transformer.T.estingSet.up
SP9
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Figure 3.3: Experimental Set Up for Internal Faults Test s.
It is noted that Spgl = Primary-side-Phase to ground swi tch 1, Spg2= Primary-side-Phase to
ground switch 2, Spg3= Primary-side-Phase to ground swi t ch 3,SPP1= Primary-side -Phase
to phase swi t ch 1, Spp2= Primary-side-Phase to pha se swi t ch 2, SPP3= Primary-side -Phase
to pha se swi t ch 3, Ssgl= Secondary -Phase to ground swi tch 1, Ssg2= Second ary -Phase to
ground switch 2, Ssg3= Secondary -Phase to ground swi t ch 3, SSP1= Secondary -Phase to
pha se switch 1, Ssp2= Secondary -Phase to phase swi t ch 2 and SSP3= Secondary -Phase to
pha se swit ch 3.
3.2 Laboratory 3-p hase Power Transfor mer
The laboratory power transformer is provided by Siemens, Canada. It has the following
specifications:
Power = 5kVA
Input Voltage = 230V
Output Voltages = 550V, 575V, 600V . 3 taps on the output side.
Input windin gs = Delta connected
Output windings = Y connected
Phase = 3 Phase
Type of coo ling = Air cooling
3.3 Current Transformers
A total of six current transform ers (CTs) are used to sense input and output currents. One
CT is connected in each phase for the primary and secondary sides, respectively. To
overco me the zero sequence current, the primary side three current transformers are
connected in a Wye configuratio n, whereas the secondary side of the laboratory test
transform er, the three current transform ers are connected in a Delta configur ation . The
shunt resistances at the output of the current transform ers are includ ed at both sides of the
laboratory transform er. The values of the shunt resis tances are 0.3 n for all current
transfo rmers, CTs.
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The rating of the current transformer is as follows:
Input = 120 A
Output = 5 A
Coo ling = Air Coo led
Shunt resis tance = 0.3 n
3.4 Relay Control Circuit
The solid state relay is contro lled thro ugh with the Darlington pair. Two NPN transistors
are connected toget her to get the high current gain. The circu it diagram is shown in figure
3.4 . Output is given to each solid state relay. So, three contro l circ uits are utilized for the
three phase power laboratory transfor mer protection system . Input for the contro l circuit
is taken from the processor.
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Vcc+
Vin+
Darlington
Pair
Voul
1
Figure 3.4: Relay Control Circuit
Design Parameters:
Darlington Pair of two NPN transistors
Model =2N2222A
Turn On Time = 35ns
Turn Off Time = 285 ns
Vee= Collector Voltage = 5 V (DC)
R, = Base resistance = 1 KO
Re= Collector resistance = 200
Ie =Vee/Re= 250mA
For
Vin= OV, VOU! = 5V or High
Vin= 2- IOV de, VOU! = OV or Low
3.5 Solid State Relay
Crydom solid state relay is used for the switching. Its specifica tions are:
Model No . D2425
Input Voltage = 3-32V (DC)
Output Voltage-Max = 240 V (AC)
Output Current-Max = 25A
The equivalent circuit of the solid state relay is shown in figure 3.5. Two SCRs are
coupled together. Gates are triggered from the opto-coupler. Three relays are used, one
for each phase. Turn on time for this relay is .02 ms. It operates in less than half cycle of
the input current.
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AC
AC
Figure 3.5: Equivalent circuit of Solid State Relay
3.6 Scaling Circuit
The current from the current transformer needs to be sensed and to be converted in de
voltage level for further eva luation. For this purpose, LM324 fourtee n pins chip is
selected. It has four Op-amps, each consists with the high gain and internally frequency
compensated. The circuit diagram for this Quad Operational Amplifier is shown in figure
3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Quad Operation al Amplifi er
The gain of this amp lifier is calcu lated as followin g:
Gain=~= 1+~
where
RA = 0 to 5kQ
Vee= 32V (de)
RB =5kQ
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The circuit diagra m for the scaling circuit is show n in figure 3.7. The response of the
scaling circuit with diffe rent variab le resista nces (RA) is shown in figure 3.8, figure 3.9
and figure 3.10 respective ly.
LM324
Figure 3.7: Sca ling circuit
Time(s) --7
Figure 3.8: Scaling circuit when Low gain, RA = 0
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Figure 3.9: Sca ling circuit when medium gain, RA = 2.5KQ
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Figure 3.10: Sca ling circu it when high gain, RA = 5Kn
The sca ling circ uit is tested for each phaseof the 3-pha se laborato ry power tran sformer,
both at primary side and secondary side. The output result s are found to be perfect. A
total of six scalin g circuits are required to get six input s to be anal yzed .
3.7 Filtering Circuit
Whenever the samp ling freq uency is less than the twice the cut off frequency the
phenomenon of the downward frequency transl ation occurs and it is ca lled aliasin g. Due
to this effect the data in the sampled frequenc y cann ot be linearl y related with an input
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continuous signal. To eliminate this error in the sampled frequency the. input continuous
signal must be filtered out to get the required signal.
For the power transformer differential protection, the design must detect the magnetizing
inrush current by detecting the second harmonic comp onent , and for ove r exci tation the
5lh harmonic component. To avoid the aliasing effec t and preserve the fundamenta l
comp onent at 60Hz, seco nd harmonic at 120Hz, and 5th harmonic at 300Hz, a low pass
anti-aliasing filter is proposed. A cut off frequency (fe) of 350Hz and band stop frequency
(f5) of 450 Hz are found to be practic al. To get all three frequency comp onents and to
accommodate the differential protection algorithm, a sampling frequency of 960 Hz was
chosen.
The Chebyshev filter was used for the anti-aliasing filter. It has a steep roll off
charac teristic near the cut off freque ncy. Referring to the filter speci fications [46],
minimum attenuation in the pass band is 0.3dB and maximum attenuation in stop band is
20dB. The Chebys hev low pass filter speci fications are shown in figure 3.11.
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Stop band
amax
L-_-=--------.lo..L-- --l..-_~ f(Hz)
fc
Figure 3.11: Chebyshev low pass filter specifica tions [46]
U max= dec ibel attenuation in pass band
Umin= decibel attenuation in stop band
fc= Frequency at which a max occurs
fs= Frequency at which Gmin occurs
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An anti- alias ing filter is requir ed to overco me the aliasi ng effec ts , wh enever the sampling
frequency is less than the twice the frequency of the cut off frequ ency. To overco me these
effects, the 6th order Chebyshev filter is proposed . Detail s of the design are given in the
appendix A. The circuit diagram for the 6th order Chebys hev filter is show n in figure 3. 12.
Design param eters are as follows:
{lma x =0.3 dll
Cut Off Frequency = 350 Hz
Fundamental Frequency = 60 Hz
2nd Harmon ic = 120 Hz
5th Harmonic = 300 Hz
Stop Band Frequency = 450 Hz
Order of Chebys hev filter (n) is give n as:
{~Oa 1~ -11 w}n = cosh ? !!mM cosh - 1 (-2.)10 10 -1 we
n = 6
The transfer function of the 6th order Chebys hev filter is:
(3.1)
1.32 2 .1 0 ' 9
56 + 2925 *55 + 1.154 *107 . 54+2 .0 39 *1010. S3+ 3.2 57* 1013 .52 + 1.368 *10 19
(3.2)
Using this transfer function the frequency and phase respon se are found by simulation.
The result s of the simulation are shown in figure 3.13. The filter response shows that the
cut off frequenc y is 2199 rad/sec (350 Hz), which ensures that all three harmonic s pass
through the filter and higher frequency components will be eliminated. The phase
response is also linear for pass band . The program and detailed calcu lations are given in
the append ix A. Six LM324 chips for all the three phases at primary and seco ndary side,
respective ly are used for the laboratory testing.
Stage 1
R1 = R2 = 10.55Kfl
RA 1 = 1kil
RB1 = 3.45kfl
Stage 2
W c2 = 1.7 315 * 103rad /s
(3.3)
(3.4)
RA2 = lkfl
Ra 2 = 4.38kfl
Stage 3
W e3 = 2.254 * l03radj s
Rs = R6 = 4.3Kfl
RA3 = lkfl
Ra 3 = 4.8kfl
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(3.5)
Yin
I
RI
R5 R6
You!
C61 RA3
RB3 IStage3
Figure 3.12: Circuit diagram for 6th order Chebyshev filter (anti-aliasing filter)
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Figure 3.13: Outpu t of Chebyshev filter
3.8 Mic rocont roller
After filtering the ana log signal, it needs to be ana lyzed for decision makin g for fault and
no fault condit ions. The filtered analog signal is processed in the microcont roller. It is a
28/40- Pin, 8 bits CMOS flash Microcontroller PIC 16F877, which has been used for the
experimental prototype digital relay. The scaled, filtered, sampled signal has to be
presented to the analog-lo-digital converter for conver sion to form a numb er, which can
be read by the microproc essor. An 8-channel IO-bit AID convertor is within the
microcont roller, making it ideal for real-time implementation in the experimental relay.
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Mult iplexing of the large amount of information in sing le line is done in the mult iplexer
in the contro ller. The microcontroller performs the power transfo rmer different ial
protectio n functio ns and other tasks defined in the softwa re. Port A is used for three input
differe ntia l (fi ltered and sca led) currents and port B is used for the output. The same three
input s are used to analyze the data at the oscilloscope. The pin diagram of the used
microcontroller is show n in figure. F l.l and the block diagra m is shown in figure F.1.2
of the Appendix F. The main features of the microcon tro ller are as follows:
8K*14 Word s Flash Program Memory
368*8 Bytes of data memory (RAM)
256*8 Bytes of EEPROM data memory
A Compaq Laptop with 2G RAM and 80 G hard drive is used for writing the programme
in the C language and it is downloaded to the processor via an RS232C cable through a
PIC down loader. At any instant after scaling and filtering the three differe ntia l current
signals are fed to the microcontroll er where analog to dig ital conversio n and then
multipl exing of the signals are done. The signal is analyzed acco rding to the discrete
Fourier transform algori thm and a dec ision is taken for fault or no fault condition as
specifie d in in the softwa re. This softwa re operation will discuss in the next chap ter.
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Chapter 4
Software Design of Microcontroller-based Three
Phase Power Transformer Protection
4.1 Introduction
In modern relays the use of analog and digit al electronic circuit card s as well as
computers is common. For laborator y testing , a SkYA 230/SS0-S7S-600Y, ~-y conne cted
three phase power transform er is anal yzed.
Irated.primary = (~~~~o) =12.55 A
4.2 Softwa re Design
(4.1)
There are three input di fferent ial currents to the programm able contro ller. These are Ida.
Idb. and Ide. The processor is doing the calcul ations for the fundamental, 2nd and 5th
harmonic comp onents. The discrete Fourier transform techn ique is used to get the
harmonic s. Data format and scaling are requir ed for laboratory SkYA power transform er
protection . A flow chart for the power transform er differenti al relay is shown in figure
4.1. A stop for loop is applicab le whenev er there is interrupt signal, app lied externally to
the microcontroller.
Figure 4.1: Flow Chart for Differential Relay Protection
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4.2.1 DFT Method for Harmonics Calculation
Detailed calculations of the Fouri er coeffic ients are give n in the Appendix C.
S = Sine func tion
C= Cos ine fun ction
N = 16
11: = 3.14 . . .
j = 1, 2 and 5
k = a, b and c are di fferential phases
Id = Dif ferenti al current
For Fundame nta l Co mpo nent:
For Second Harm oni c:
For s" Harmonic :
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(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
The flow chart of the subroutine for this algorithm is shown in the figure 4.2.
Iyo
StartC ,-------)
1.Multiply Current Signal by DFT
Sine Coefficients
2.Multiply Current Signal by DFT
Cosine Coefficients
Retrieve Three Differential Current
Signals for DFT I from Program
Memory
Calculate the Combined
Harmonic Components
Return
Figure 4.2: Flow Chart for Harmonic Calculation s -Disc rete Fourie r Transfor m Method
so
4.2.2 Criteria fo r Harmonic Calculations
For Magnetizing Inrush Current:
~ ~ 0.177
Then no fault
For over exc itation:
~~ 0.0 65
Hi
(4.6)
(4.7)
As the current to voltage isolator has a range from 0 to 10V de, the reference voltage for
instantaneous tripp ing of the digital relay 5V de is taken as reference to save the test
equipment. For Instantaneous trippin g of the circuit breakers, voltage level setting for
each phase is as follows:
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
where
Va =R eference voltage for phase A,
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Vb =R eference voltage for phase B
and Vc = Reference voltage for phase C
4.3 Protection Scheme
Different ial current samples are taken and fed to the memory for reference. A OFT
scheme is applied for the calcu lation of Fourier coef ficients. In normal operations the
digita l relay is on and the transformer is in operation. The electronic relay gives the
tripping signal whenever there is short circuiting or an internal fault. Equations (4.7) and
(4.8) are used for inrush current conditions. The microcont roller is checking these
conditions continu ously. Jf these conditions are not met, then it conclud es that it is a fault
condit ion, and trips the relay. The input baud rate is 9600 samples per second and the
window size for calculatin g the harmonics is 16 per cycle. The code for the
microcontroller is given in appendix E. The sys tem layout for analyzing the data in
MATLA B is show n in figure 3.1. A four channe l osc illosco pe is used to observe the
three input differential currents and the response of the electro nic relay. Some sample
results are discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Testing For Digital Protection of
Power Transformer
5.1 Introdu cti on
This chapter presents the experimental setup for testing a laboratory 3-phase power
transformer. The 5kVA, three-ph ase power distributi on transformer is used for the real
time testing. Electro nic contro l circuit and sol id state relay are implemente d on one circuit
board . Three para llel light bulbs are also added with the electronic relays to see the
cont inuous operation of the transform er and the digital swi tching actions. Both the
circuits are tested separate ly, and give satisfac tory result s. No fault and fault conditions
are ana lyzed and tested on the basis of harmonics over fundamental ratio criteria . High
magnetizing inrush current is not a fault condition, and hence the digital protection
scheme treats it as no fault condition. This is done by takin g the rat io of magnitud e of the
2nd harmonic component over funda mental, (2nd/l SI) greater than 17.7%. In the fault
condit ions, it would be less than this ratio value. However, for the over excitatio n case, if
the ratio of 51h harmonic over fundamental, (5Ih/l SI) is less than 6.5%, then it would be
considered also as no fault condition. The microcont roller checks both conditions almost
instan taneously, and declares fault or no fault conditio ns, and initia tes appropr iate
protective actio ns. In the next sections of this chapter, these no fault and fault conditions
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are experimentally tested ina laboratory environ ment.The photograph of the expe rimenta l
set up is shown in figure 5. l .Some sample results are presented below. More detailed
results are given in appendix D.
Figure 5.1: Photograph of Experimental Set up
5.2 Mag net izing Inrush Current Tests
This test was carried out without load, fixed resistive load (600 fl) and different resistive
load (600/1200 /2400 fl ) and l20V is applied. An electronic circu it breaker with the triac
switch for the electronic relay for each phase of primary and secondary sides of the 3-
phase transformer was employed for testing. While continuously switching the input
power supply, the magnetizing inrush current phenom enon was observe d. The differential
current (Ida) of phase A, its harmonic s and the no trippin g respons e of the electronic
switch are shown in figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, respectivel y. The followin g result s are
obtained durin g the inrush from the differential current s. The harmonic magnitud es and
their ratios ove r fundam ental are obtained in MATLAB from the inrush waveform of
figure 5.3. The other two phases (phase B and phase C) with harmonic s are given in
appendix D as shown in figures D.22 to D.36. The noise in the response of the electronic
switch is observe d in fig.5.4 due to the interference of high frequency around the
microcontroller.
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I
.
Magneti zing Inru sh Curr ent at No load
0.05
Figure 5.2: Experimental inrush current response for phase A
Ida=Di fferential current of phase A
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Harmonics Analysis: Magnetizing Inrush
1(00 1:£0 3))J 25)) :mJ 3:£0
Samplesl-l
4OCO
Figure 5.3: Experimental current harmonics in phase A
H1= Fundamental Harmonic, H2= 2nd Harmonic and li s = 5'h harmonic
In fig ure 5.3, du ring the tim e sca led samples (500 to 250 0) of the magnetizing inrush
curre nts, the following result s are observed:
Hz > 0.177 * HI
n, < 0.065 * HI
(5. 1)
It is to be noted that there is no trip sig nal for the magneti zing current eve n at 9 cyc les.
Magn etizing Inru sh Curre nt at No Load (Secondary side)
Tim e (s)
Figure 5.4: Experimental magnetizing inru sh current and response of electronic swi tch
Ida = Different ial Curre nt of Phase A, S = Response of Electronic Swi tch
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There is some noise at the bottom of the experimenta l response due to high frequency
5.3 Internal Fault Tests
Controlled internal faults were tested in the laboratory. These tests are as following:
Primary side:
Phase to Neutral fault
Phase to Phase fault
Phase to Ground fault
Secondary side:
Phase to Neutral fault
Phase to Phase fault
Phase to Ground fault
An electronic switch is connected in series of each phase on both sides of the transformer.
A short circuit was imposed for a short duration of time while the input to the transformer
was maintained at 50% of its rated value (60Y).
5.3.1 Phase to Ground Fault (Primary side-secondary unloaded)
This fault was created by pressing switch sp~l/sp~2/sp~J. as shown in figure 3.3. The switch
responded in 0.045 seconds. The following results were observe d: The fault was initiated
at 0.11s, the fault current in phase A is increased, and within 3 cycles the trip signal was
success fully activated to isolate the faulted phase A as shown in figure 5.5.
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Phase A to Ground Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary side Open
~ ~
:
-
\i, Response of
Electronic Switch
( \ 1\ / i 1\ r. n
v \. 1 v \ J \J \j
' 0
Time(s)
Figure 5.5: Exper imental phase to ground fault and response of the electronic swi tch
In figure 5.6, durin g the fault in phase A, the followin g conditions were observe d:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.065 * HI
(5.2)
The microcont roller gives the instruction to trip the circuit breaker switch, and isolate the
fault of the power transformer as shown in fig. 5.5. Differential current, harmonics and
ratios are give n in figure 5.6.
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Phase A to Ground Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary side Open
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Figure 5.6: Phase A to ground fault at no loadpower transfo rmer, harmonic s and response
ofclectronic switch.
Appendix 0 contains the fault resul ts at no load of the phase B and phase C cases, as
shown in figures 0. 2-0.6.
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5.3.2 Pha se to Ground Fault (Pr imary side-seconda ry at equal resistive load )
This fault was created by pressing switch Spg l/SpgZ/spgJ. as shown in figure 3.3. Equal
resistive loads of 600 0. are connected to eac h phase of the de lta connected system.
The switch responds in 0.04 seconds. It is to be noted from figure 5.7 that at 0.12 sec, the
fault was applied, and it is cleared within 3 cycles (50ms).
Phase A to ground Fault (Primary side at equal resistive load)
ResponseofElectronic switch
o
c::
o
0.
~
-0
c::
_15l-----L_ -----'---_ ----L-_ -L--.-----'_ ---'-_ -'--_ -L.-------'_ -----'
o
Time(s)
Figure 5.7: Phase A to ground fault at equal resistive load (600 D.), power transformer and
response of electronic switch.
Phase A to Ground Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary side at
Equa l Resistive Load
Samples
Figure 5.8: Phase A to ground fault at equal res istive load (600 .l1)-power transformer,
harmonics and response of electronic switch.
Ida = Differential Current of Phase A, 1-1,= Fundamental Harmonic , il and
1-1 , = s" harmonic , S = Response of Electronic Switch
In figure 5.8,the harmonics, the ratios and Phase A to ground fault currents at 600 .l1
resistive load are given.In figure 5.8. durin g the fault in phase A, the following conditions
were observed:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.0 65 * HI
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(5.3)
Appendix D contains the fault results at 600 n load of the phase B and phase C cases, as
shown in figures D.7-D .II.
5.3.3 Phase to Ground F:IUIt (Primary side-secondary at different resistive load)
This fault was created by pressing switch Spgl/SpgZ/spgJ.as shown in figure 3.3. Phase A
is connected to 600 n, pha se B is connected to 12 00 n and ph as e C is conn ect ed to
240 0 n.The switch responded quickl y. It is to be noted from figure 5.9 that at 0.12 sec,
the fault was applied, and it is cleared within 3 cycles (50ms). A trip signal was issued.
For the other two phases B and C the responses are given in appendix D as shown in
figures D.12 to D.16.
Phase A to Ground Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary
side at Unequal Resistive Load (600/12 00/2400n)
Time (s)
Figure 5.9: Phase A to ground fault at unequal resistive load (600/12 00/2400 n), power
transform er and response of electronic switch
Ida = Differential Current of Phase A, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Phase A to Gro und Fault at Primar y side and Seco ndary
side at Unequal Resistive Load (600/1200/24000)
15 ,---- -----,--- ----,- - ---,--- - --,-- - ---,--- - -----,- -
1800170016001400 1500
Samples
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Figure 5.10: Phase A to ground fault at unequal res istive load (600/1200/2400 n), power
tran sform er, harmon ics and response of electronic switch.
Ida = Differenti al Curre nt of Phase A, H)= Fundamental Harmonic , I 1 and
Hs = 5th harmonic, S = Response of Electronic Switch
In figur e 5. I0, the harm onics, the ratios and Phase A to ground fault currents at
600/1200/2400 n resistive load are given.
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The following conditions were established.
Results:
Hz < 0.177 * n,
Hs > 0.065 * Hl
Current harmonics and ratios are given in figure 5.10.
5.3.4 Pha se to Phase Fault (Primary side secondary at no load )
(5.4)
This fault was created by pressing switch Sp pl /S pp2/S ppJ. as shown in figure 3.3. The switch
responded quickly. The fault was initiated at 0.115s, the fault current in phase A
increased, and within 3 cycles the trip signal was successf ully activated to isolate the
faulted phase A as shown in figure 5.11. For the phase B and phase C cases , the responses
are given in appendix D in figures D.17 to D.21.
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Phase to Phase Fault at Primary side and
Secondary side Open
0.170.160.150.14
Time, t(s)
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Figure 5.11: Phase A to Phase B fault primary side and seco ndary open and response of
electro nic switch
Ida = Differential Current of Phase A, S = Response of Electronic Switc h
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Phase to Phase Fault at Primary side and
Secondary side Open
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Figure 5.12: Phase A to Phase B fault primary side and secondary open, harmonics and
respons e of electronic switch
Ida = Differential Current of Phase A, H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
li s = s"harmonic , S = Response of Electronic Switch
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * Hl
u, > 0.065 * Hl
Current harmonics and ratios are given in figure 5.12.
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(5.5 )
and
5.3.5 Phase to Neutral Fault (Secondary side-seco ndary at equal resistive load)
This fault was created by pressing switch S,gl/S ,gZ/s ,gJ , as shown in figure 3.3 . Equal
resistive load s of 600 11 were connected to ea ch phase and in delta connection. The
switch responded quickl y. The fault was initi ated at O.ll s, the fault current in phase A
increased , and within 3 cycles the trip sig nal was successfully activa ted to isolate the
faulted phase A as show n in figure 5.13 . For the phase B and phase C cases, the responses
are give n in appendix D, figures D.44 to D.48 .
Phase A to Neutra l Fault Current at Seco nda ry side when
Power Transform er at Equal Resistive Load
i
\
\ ;'
\I~r
u
Time, t(s)
Figure 5.13 : Phase to neutral fault curr ent (second ary side) in Phase A when seco nda ry
side of pow er tran sformer at equal resistive load (600 11) and response of electronic
switch.
I da = Differential Curre nt of Phase A, S = Response of Electro nic Swi tch
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Phase A to Neutral Fault Current at Seco ndary side
when Power Transfo rmer at Equal Resistive Load
Samples
Figure 5.14: Phase to neutral fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase A when secondary
side of power transform er at equal resis tive load (600fl), harmonics and response of
electronic switch.
Id a = Differential Current of Phase A, H,= Fundamental Harmonic , I
H, = 5th harmonic , S = Response or Electronic Switch
The following conditions were established.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * Hi
Hs > 0.065 * Hi
Current harmonic s and ratios are give n in figure 5. 14.
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and
(5.6)
5.3.6 Phase to Neutra l Fa ult (Seco ndary side-seco ndary at di fferent resistive load)
This fault was created by pressing switch Ssgl/Ssg2/Ssg3. as shown in figure 3.3. Phase A is
connected to 6000., phase B is connected to 12000. a nd phase C is connected to 2400
0.. The switch responded quickly. The fault was initia ted at 0.11 3s, the fault current in
phase A increased, and within 3 cycles the trip signal was successfully activate d to isolate
the faulted phase A as shown in figure 5.15. For the phase B and phase C, the responses
are give n in appendix 0 as shown in figures 0 .49 to 0 .53.
Phase A to Neutral Fault Current at Secondary side when Power
Transformer at Unequal Resistive Load (600/12 00/24000)
Time. t(s)
Figure 5.15: Phase to neutral fault current (secondary side) in Phase A when secondary
side of power transform er at unequal resistive load (600/1200/2400 0.) and response of
electronic switch.
Ida = Different ial Curre nt of Phase A, S = Response of Electronic Switch
Phase A to Neutral Fault Current at Seco nda ry side when Power
Transforme r at Unequal Resistive Load (600/12 00/2400111)
Sample
Figure 5. 16: Phase to neutral fault current (second ary side) in Phase C when seco ndary
side of power transform er at unequ al resisti ve load (600/120 0/2400.0) and response of
electronic switch.
Ida = Different ial Current of Phase A, H1= Fundamental Harmonic , ,I
Hs = 51h harmonic, S = Response of Electronic Switch
The followin g condit ions were established.
Result s:
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I n..n and
Hz < 0.1 77 * Hi
Hs > 0.0 65 * Hi
Current harmonics and ratios are given in figure 5.16.
5.3.7 Phase to Phase Fault (Secondary side-secondary-open)
(5.7)
This fault was created by pressing switch Sspl!S sp2!Ssp3, as shown in figure 3.3. The switch
responded quickly. The fault was initiated at 0.105s, the fault current in phase A
increased, and within 3 cycles the trip signal was successfully activated to isolate the
faulted phase A as shown in figure 5.17. For the phase B and phase C, the responses are
given in appendix 0 as shown in figures 0.54 to 0 .58.
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Phase to Phase Fault at Secondary side at No Load
- l ~L. l _---'-_-"-_~__L__._L__ ___l...__ _'____
Time, t(s)
Figure 5.17: Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase A when secondary
side of power transformer open and response of electronic switch.
Ida = Differential Current of Phase A, S = Response of Electronic Switch
Phase to Phase Fault at Seco ndary
-< 0
Samples
Figure 5. 18: Phase to Phase fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase A when seco ndary
side of power transformer open and response of electronic switch.
Ida = Different ial Current of Phase A, H,= Fundamental Harmonic , I
1-1 5 = 5th harmonic , S = Response of Electronic Switch
The follow ing conditions were established.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * H1
Hs > 0.065 * H1
Current harmonics and ratios are given in figure 5. 18.
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I )1 and
(5.8)
5.3.8 Phase to Phase Fa ult (Seco ndary side-seco ndary at equa l resist ive load)
This fault was created by pressing switch Sspl/Ssp2/S spJ, as show n in figure 3.3.The switch
responded quickly. The fault was initiated at 0.14s , the fault current in phase A is
increased, and within 3 cycles the trip signal was successfully activa ted to isolate the
faulted phase A as show n in figure 5.19. For all three phases responses are given in the
appendix 0 figure 0 .59 to 0. 63.
Phase to Phase Fault at Secondary side at Equal
Resistive Load
Ti meus)
Figure 5.19: Phase to Phase fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase C when secon dary
side of power transform er at equal resistive load (600 fl ) and respon se of electronic
switch.
Ide = Differenti al Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch.
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Phase to Phase Fault at Secondary side at
Equal Resistive Load
Samples
Figure 5.20: Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transformer at equal resistive load (600 ,(1) and response of electro nic
switch.
Ida = Differenti al Current of Phase A, H)= Fundamental Harmonic , II
H, = 5th harmonic , S = Response of Electronic Switch
The following cond itions were established.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 *H I
Hs > 0.065 * HI
Current harmonics and rat ios are given in figure 5.20.
'\111 and
(5.9)
5.3.9 Pha se to Pha se Fault (Secondary side-secondary at differ ent resi stive 1001d)
This fault was created by pressing switch sspl/sspz/ssp3, as shown in figure 3.3. Phase A is
connected to 600 fl , ph ase B is connecte d to 1200 fl and phase C is conne cted to 2400.
fl . The switch responded quickly. The fault was initiated at 0.14s, the fault current in
phase A increased, and within 2 cycles (33.3ms), the trip signal was successfully
activated to isolate the faulted phase A as shown in figure 5.21. For the phase Band
phase C, the responses are given in appendix D as shown in figure D.64 to D.68.
Phase to Phase Fault at Secondary side at Unequal Resistive Load
il ~ (\,\/ Ide I/~
~~ 1 tj!j 50 -~ ~vv~~ ~-7'-W'~ue:Ij ..L-_~_~,,------_~_~,----_..,L--_-----:-L._--l
Time, t(s)
Figure 5.21: Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transformer at different resistive load (6001120012400 fl ) and response of
electronic switch.
Ide = Differential Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Phase to Phase Fault at Seco ndary side at Unequal Resistive Load
Samples
Figure 5.22: Phase to Phase fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transformer at different resistive load (600/1200 /2400 11) and response of
electron ic switch.
Ida = Differential Current of Phase A, H1= Fundamental Harmonic , 1
H5 = 51h harmonic , S = Response of Electronic Switch
The following conditions were established.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * H1
Hs > 0.065 * H1
Current harmonics and ratios are given in figure 5.22 .
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5.4 Summary of Experimental Result s
This chapter provided experimental test result s of protection of a three phase laboratory
distributi on transformer. The magnetising inrush current and fault s have been
dist inguished using the discrete Fourie r transform algorithm. A discrete Fourier transform
(OFT) techniq ue is used to filter out the harmonic ratios. The 2nd to fundamental
harmonic ratio 17.7% is used to declare the fault and no fault cond ition . For no fault
conditions invo lving magnetising inrush currents and normal full load current including
switching transient cond ition, it remained higher than this ratio value of 17.7%. For
various fault conditio ns, it remained always lower than this ratio. This condition was
exper imenta lly checke d for diffe rent faults for the laboratory test power transformer and
the maximu m response time for the triac switch for any fault was within 50ms ( 3 cycles).
Details of all the faults and their response times are give n in table 5.1. For no fault
condition like magnetizing inrush current, it did not trip the circuit breaker and hence did
not interrupt the operation of the transformer. It is shown in the first row of table 5.1. The
precise values of these rat ios were found appropriate for quick and appro priate decisions
for the swi tch to distinguish between the fau lt and inrush currents. It is evident from table
5.1 that in eve ry case, the designed protective relay operated correct ly. The details of
expe rimental inrush conditions in phase B and phase C are give n in appendix D. The
details of the faults in phase B and phase C invo lving various operating conditions are
also give n in appendix D.
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S.No Conditions Inrush / Fault Resp on se T ime T riac Switc h
(s)
1. H2 > 0.1 77 . HI No Fault: Magnetizing Inrush No trippin g
Current
n, < 0.0 6S. HI
2. H2 < 0.177. HI Phase to Grou nd Fault (Primal)' 0.045
side-secondary unloaded)
u, > 0.0 6S . HI Within 3 cycles
3. H2 < 0.1 77 .HI Phase to Ground Fault (Primal)' 0.04
side-seco ndary equal resistive load)
n, > 0.06 S . HI Within 3 cycles
4 . H2 < 0.177. HI Phase to Gro und Fault (Primal)' 0. 14
side-secondary-different resistive
Hs > 0.06S. HI load ) With in 3 cycles
5. H2 < 0.177. HI Phase to Phase Fault (Primal)' side - 0.03
secondary unloaded)
Hs > 0.06S . HI With in 3 cycles
6. H2 < O.l 77. HI Phase to Neut ral Fault (Secondary 0.04
side-seco ndary equa l resistive load)
Hs > 0.0 6S. HI Within 3 cycles
7. H2 < 0.177 . HI Phase to Neutral Fault (Seco ndary 0.025
side-seco ndary -different resistive
Hs > 0.06S. HI load) Within 3 cycles
8. H2 < 0.177 . HI Phase to Phase Fau lt (Seco ndary 0.0 19
side-seco ndary -open)
Hs > 0.06 S. HI With in 3 cycles
9. H2 < O.l77. HI Phase to Phase Fault (Seco ndary 0.025
side-secondary-open)
n, >0.06S . HI Within 3 cycles
Table 5.1: Inrushes and faults at various operating conditions and responses of Triac
Switch .
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Works
6.1 Conclusion
This thes is contains the experimental investigations of protection for a stand-alone power
distr ibution transformer utilizing a microcontrolle r. A three phase SkVA power
transformer has been tested in the laborator y of Memorial University of Newfoundl and.
Detailed derivation is provided to extract the harmonic content s of the differenti al current
for both inrushes and faults. Criteria for protect ion of power transform ers are obtained for
both magnet izing inrush currents includ ing over excitation and fault s. The designed relay
differ entiated the inrush current s from internal fault currents of the transform er. It
successfully protected the transformer against inrush currents without trippin g the circuit
breaker. The faults are created for di fferent conditions and observe d on the four channels
digital scope. It is experimentally confirm ed that the second harm onic is responsible for
magnetizing inrush curr ent and the 5th harmonic is for over-excitation condition. If the
ratio of 2nd harmonic over fundamental is greater than 0.177 and ratio of 5th harmonic
over fundamental is less than 0.065, then the transformer is experiencing inrush current
condition s. The designed relay protects the transformer from misoperation due to inrush
currents. If this criter ion is not met, then the transformer has intern al fault conditi on. The
relay wi ll energize the operate coil and trip the circuit breaker after a delay time of 100
ms (6 cycles). Software is written in C language to give the predefined threshold for the
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harmonics ratios. A programm able microcontroller is used to execute these instructions.
The designed digital relay has been found acceptable for power distributi on transformers.
Extensive tests are carried out in the laborat ory for various operating conditions. In all
cases, the designed relay worked success fully. This set up can be used for protection of
power distributi on transformers having standard and new core lamin ation materials. The
transfor mer speci fications are give n for the softwa re design. This digi tal relay protec tion
system can be useful for single phase pole-mounted power distribution transformers.
6.2 Future Works
The present experimental relay set up was tested only for the Discrete Four ier Transform
algorithm. However, it can be tested for the other algorithms. For these cases, only the
coefficie nts in the so ftware need to be changed. Due to the ava ilabi lity of inexpensive and
fast microc ontroller , there would be no probl em of data storage and processing time
requirements for any type of algorithm.
The remote protection with this type of digital relay can be applied for all types of power
network. Local Area Network (LANs) and Wide Area Network (WANs) can be utilized
to integrate with the proposed digital protection of power system in smart grid.
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Appendices
Appendi x A
Design of Chebyshev Filter for Anti-aliasing
For the analysis of three signals of frequency 60Hz, 120H z and 300Hz, a chebyshev filter
is designed to filter out unwanted signal in the band 0-350H z
Design parameters:
For fundamental frequency f= 60 Hz
w=2nf
W = 2*3. 14*60 =376.8 rad/sec
2nd harmonic W2 = 2*3 .14*60*2 = 753.6 rad/sec
s" harmonic Ws = 2*3. 14*60*5 = 1885Hz
Let cut off frequency fe = 350 Hz
Therefore
We = 2*n*f e
We = 2*3 .14*3 50 = 2 199 rad/sec
Let band stop frequency fs = 450Hz
95
Therefore
(Os =2* n* fs
(Os = 2*3 .14*450
(Os= 2827 rad/sec
Nor ma lized frequ ency w = ~
(0 = 2826/2 198 = 1.29
Order of Chebyshev filter s (n):
(A. I)
Let attenuation for band stop filter (ami n) and band pass filter (a max) respectively for low
pass filter be as follo ws:
a min = 20dB
a max = 0.3dB
By substituting the values of a min , a max , to, and (Oein equation (A. I )
n =5 .78
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Taking the next higher numb er
n =6
Ripple factor ( ~) :
~~ = ...j10---;O-1
~ = 0.27
~ = Ripple in dB
~ = 2010g10(~)
~ = 20Log I0(0.96)
~= 20(-0.017)
~= -0 .35dB
a = sinh:'G)
b = COSh: 'G)
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(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
By substituting the values of n and ~ in equation (A .4).
a = 2 .~2 - 0.34
By substituting the values of n and ~ in equation (A.5).
b = 1.:8_0.33
Cosh (b) = 1.06
Sinh( a) = 0.35
For Poles Locations:
(
2k - 1 (Tr)) (1 1) ( 2k -1 (Tr)) (1 1)Pk=-wcsin ~*"2 • sinh ;;*sinh- 1 "( +jwc COS ~*"2 • cosh ;;.cosh- 1 "(
(A.6)
where
a=(~*sinh-ID
MATLAB Program for Chebyshev 6th Order Filter
clear all
close all
format short e;
[n,wn]=cheb lo rd(2*pi*350,2*pi*450, .3,20:s');
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(A.7)
(A.8)
[num,den]=chebyl(n,.3,2*pi*350,'s') ;
sys=tf(num ,den);
figure(I) ;
bode(sys) ,grid ;
r=roots(den);
figure(2) ;
pzmap(num ,den) ,sgrid ;
fl =conv([ 1 -r( I, I)],[1 -r(2,1)]);
f2=conv([ 1 -r(3,1)],[1 -r(4,1)]);
f3=conv([1 -r(5, I)],[1 -r(6, I)]);
tl =tf([8 .9867e5 ],[ 1 1.4645e38.9867e5]);
t2=tf([2 .998e6] ,[1 I .Onl e3 2.998e6]);
t3=tf([5 .086ge6] ,[1 3.942e2 5.086ge6]) ;
figure(3);
bode(tl,t2,t3);
figure(4) ;
bode(tl*t2*t3);
%Quality factors Q I, Q2 and Q3 where :QI<Q2<Q3
Q I=sqrt(8.9867e5)/l .4645e3;
Q2=sqrt(2.998e6)/l .On le3;
Q3=sqrt(5 .086ge6) /3.942e2;
%Cut off frequency for first stage- we I
wcl =sqrt(8 .9867e5) ;
%Iet C I=O.l uF
c l =0.le -6;
%wc l= I/RI*C I;
R I=I/(wcl*c l) ;
R2=RI ;
%n- I/Q I= I+RBI/RA I
%RA I=lkohms orle3
RAI =le3 ;
RBI =RA I*((n-(l/Q I» - I);
%Cut off frequenc y for second stage=wc2
wc2=sqrt(2 .998e6);
%let C3=0.1uF
c3=0.le -6;
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c4=c3;
%wc2=II R3*C3;
R3= II(wc2*c3);
R4=R3;
%n- I/Q I= I+RBII RA I
%RA2=Ikohms or le3
RA2= le3 ;
RB2=RA2*((n-( IIQ2))-I );
%Cut off frequency for second stage=wc3
wc3=sqrt(5.086ge6) ;
%Iet C3=0. 1uF
c5=0. le-6 ;
c6=c5;
%wc3= I/R5*C5;
R5=I /(wc3*c5);
R6=R5;
%n-II Q I= 1+RB liRA I
%RA2=lkohms or le3
RA3=l e3;
RB3=RA3*((n-( IIQ3))-I );
By MATLAB programme we have following complex roots for k= I,2,3" . 6.
PI = -1.962 Ie+002 +2.246ge+003i
P2 = -1.962I e+002 -2.246ge+003i
P3= -5.3606e+002 + 1.6448e+003i
P4 = -5.3606e+002 -1.6448e+003i
Ps = -7.3227e+002 +6.0204e+002i
P6= -7.3227e+002 -6.0204e+002i
Since all the roots are the left side of the vertical axis Goo), therefore the filter is stable.
Pole-Zero Map
Figur e A.l: Poles locati on for thc S't order Chebyshev filter
Forthetransferfunct ionsfollowi ngformulai sused[64] :
Ts(n ) {'2(n- ' )(S-C')(S-;'~)(S-C3) (S-Cn)
By MATL AB programm e, there are three transfer functions as follows :
Ts(l ) = S 2+ 14
8
6
9
5
8
S
6
: : 9 8 6 70
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(A.9)
(A.ID)
(A. I I)
(A.12)
The magnitude and phase respon ses of these three tran sfer functions are shown in figure
A.2 .
Bode Diagram
-80L--.............----L...L...w....u.'---~----'-'-_'__'_'_'''______'__L......L..J.....L...L..Uo''______'__'_'_'__"_'_''>.J
f :~l ~ ]
10' 10~ 103 10' 105
Frequency (radlsec)
FiglireA .2: Magnitude and phase response of three transfer functions separately for the 6'horder
Cheby shevfilter
(A.1 3)
(A. 14)
The magnitud e and phase response of the 6th orde r Chebyshevfi lteris given in figure A.3.
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Bode Diagram
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FigureA .3:Magnitudeandphaseresponse ofth e 61h orderChebyshevfilt er.
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Hardware Design of 6th Order Chebyshev Filter
Basic RC low pass filter circuit is proposed with LM324 quad amplifier. Same is shown
in figure A A . There are three stages for 6th order Chebyshev filter. Each stage contains
two capacitors and four resistors.
I
Stage3
Figure A A: Filter circuit
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I
Stage 1
Wel = .! Numerato r atTlCs)
We l = 9.4798 * 10 2
R, = R2 = 10 .55KJ2
where QI is qual ity factor of stage I
Ql = 0.642
Let RAl = 1k!1
By equation A. I?
RAl = 3.45 k n
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(A. IS)
(A.16)
(A. I?)
(A. I8)
In the circu it diagram A.5, at node A, By Kirchh off s current law, we have:
At node B, by Kirchh off s current Law:
Equation A.7 is rearran ged as follow s:
Substituting value of v~ from equation A.IOto equation A.9, to get
where
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(A.7)
(A.S)
(A.9)
(A. IO)
(A. I I)
(A. 12)
Similarly for stages 2 and stage 3 respectively for 6th order Chebyshev filter transfe r
functions are as follows :
Tz(s) (A.13)
(A.14)
To make the s" order chebyshev filter three, second order filters need to be cascaded as
shown in figure A.6.
(A.14)
Substituting the values of T1 (s) , Tz(s) and T3 (s)
(A. 15)
(A. 16)
The values of CI , Cz, C3. C4, c, and C6 can be calcul ated by itera tion method. These values
are also given in [46] for 6th order Chebyshev filter. These values are un-
scaled and are as follows:
Cl u nsc a led = 2.5530
CZun sca led = 1.7760
C3unsca led = 3.4870
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C4unsca led = 0.4917
CSunscal ed = 9.5310
C6un scal ed = 0.1110
Scale factor =_1_
Z*Tr*R*{c
Substituting values of R=2 Kfl and fc = 350Hz in equation A.17
Scale factor = 2.27 * 10-7
(A. 17)
By multipl ying the un-sealed capacitance values with the scale factors we have requi red
values for the capacitors . These are as follows :
C1 = 0.579j1F
Cz = 0.4031j1F
Due to unavailabilit y of the exact values as designed above , for act ual hardware
implementat ion nearest values of the capacitances are used . Tra nsfer functions T, (s),
T2(S) and T3(S), are cascaded and simulated in MATLAB. Casc aded transfer function is
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shown in figure A.6 , its pole locations is shown in figure A.7, its magnitud e and phase
response is show n in figure A.S and figure A.9 respectively.
I
Figure A. S: Anti-aliasing filter-61horder Chebyshev Filter
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Figure A.7: Location of poles for cascaded transfer functions for 6th order Chebyshev
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Figure A.S: Mag nitude response of61h order Chebys hev filter
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Appendix B
MATLAB Program for Inrush Analysis
clear all
close all
clc
f=60 ;
w=2*pi*f;
T=l /f;
t=(0 :T /200 :l0*T) ;
%p r o g r a mme =I n r u s h _ An a lys i s. m
%yl = I n p u t Vo l t a g e =e
E=llO;
y l =s qrt(2) * (E*s i n(w*t));
R= l OO;
X=3 0 *R ;
%X=wl =2 *p i * f *1
z =sqrt (RA 2 +XA2) ;
%p h i = I nv e r s e ( t a n (X/R ) )
ph i=1. 54;
%t h e t a =Sa t u r a t i n g angle
theta =O;
%y2 =I n r u s h current=I m
%l a md a = Switching angle
l amda=O;
y2= (( (s qr t (2)) *E ) / Z) * ( (si n (w*t-phi)) - (ex p (( - (w* t) +theta -
lamda) *R/ X) . *sin ( t h e t a +l a md a - p h i )) ) ;
[At , HI, H2l =plotyy (t, y l , t , yz , 'plot ' ) ;
s e t (get (At (1 ) t ' Yl ab e l ' ) , ' S t r i ng' r ' I n p u t Vol tage') ;
s e t (g e t (At (2 ) , ' Yl ab e l' ) , ' S t r i ng' , ' I n ru s h Current ') ;
x La b el ( ' An gl e (radian ) , ) ;
title ( ' Switching (Lamda ) =0 & Saturating Ang le (Th e t t a) = 0 radian ' );
Switching Angle (Lamda)= 0 and Saturating Angle (Theta)= 0 radian
200 .------,-~-~-~-~-_,_-~-,_____-
-20 0 -0.2
o 0.02 0.04 0. 06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.1 8
Angle(radian )
Figure 8.1: Input Voltage and Inrush Current when Switching Angle = 0°
Switching Angle (Lamda)= 45° and Saturating Angle (Theta)= 0 radian
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Figure 8. 2: Input Voltage and Inrush Current when Switching Angle = 45°
Switching Angle (La mda)=90 ° and Satura ting Angle (The ta)= 0 radian
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FigureB.3: Inpu t Voltage and Inrush Curre nt when Sw itching Angle = 90°
Switchin g Angle (Lamda)= 1350 and Saturatin g Angle (Theta)= 0 radian
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Figure 8.4: Input Voltage and Inrush Current when Switching Angle = 1350
Switching Angle (Lamda)= 1800 and Satura ting Angle (Theta)= aradian
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Figure 8 .5: Input Voltage and Inrush Current when Sw itching Angle = 1800
Switc hing Angle (Lamda)= 2250 and Saturating Angle (Theta)= 0 radian
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Figure B.6: Input Voltage and Inrush Current when Switching Angle = 2250
Swi tching Angle (Lamda)= 270° and Saturating Angle (Theta)= aradian
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Figure 8.7 : Input Voltage and Inrush Current when Switching Angle = 270°
Switc hing Angle (Lamda) = 3 150 and Satura ting Ang le (The ta)= 0 radia n
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Figure B.8: Input Voltage and Inrush Current when Switc hing Angle = 3150
Switching Angle (Lamda)= 3600 and Saturating Angle (Theta)= 0 radian
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Figure 8. 9: Input Voltage and Inrush Current when Switching Angle = 3600
Appendix C
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) Algorithm
A continuous signal of an interval can be checked through Fourier series . Let get) be any
continuous function for an interval (O,T), Then we have
ge t) = ~ +I~=j Cj* cos(j * w * t ) +Sj * s in (j * w * t )
where
Sj = ~ * f; g et ) * s inj( w * t ) dt
Cj = ~* f; ge t) * cos. Iw * r) dt
where
30 = Average value or DC Component
Sj= Sine component for Fourier Series
Cj= Cosi ne component for Fourier Series
(C. I)
(C.2)
(C.3)
(C.4)
If tj is the sampling time and L\t is the time separation of two sampling signals, then total
numb er of samples is:
N= -l!r
Equation C.3 applies:
Sj = ~ *I N.g( tJ * sin c·rr~j'i)
t= )
For our case analys is:
Equations (C.6) and (C.?) become:
2 '\'N . (2)rr.j .i)
Sj =t:i* Li=j l ( tj )* s m - N-
2 '\' N (2.rr.j .i)
Cj=t:i* Li=j l ( tJ*cos - N-
where
N=I6
i = 1, 2, 3.. 16
j = 1, 2, 3 ..16
(C.5)
(C.6)
(c.?)
(C.S)
(C.9)
(C. IO)
Each sample mak es an array of 16* I . So, a total of two 16* 16 matr ices for both sine and
cosi ne functions are developed.
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MATL AB Programme for the value s of Cj and Sj:
» i=[1:1:16];
» j=[1:1:16];
» j *l;
» N= 16;
» sj=21N*(sin(2*pi*j *i));
» cj=21N*(sin(2*pi*j *i));
For harmonic analysis of single phase system:
(C.I I)
The fundamental (Hl ), secon d (Hz) and 5th (Hs) harmonics of sing le phase diffe rentia l
currents are as follows:
j= 1, 2 and 5
n, = J(s f + cD
Hz =J(s~ + ci)
Hs = J (s~+ cD
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(C. 12)
(C.13)
(C.14 )
The funda mental (HI)' second (Hz) and s" (Hs) harmonics of three phase differential
currents are as follows:
(C.15)
(C.16)
(C.17)
where a, b and c are three phases of the system.
For magnetizing inru sh condition (No fault condition):
~? 0.177
H ,
For ove r-exci tatio n condition (No fault condition) :
~ ?0.065
(C. 18)
(C .19)
Appendix D
Real Time Testing
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Figure 0 .1: MATLA B Model for Harmonics Analysis
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Figure 0.2: Phase A to ground fault at Primary side. responses of the three phases of
differential current at no load power transformer and response of elec tronic switch
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Figure D.3: Phase B to ground fault at no load power transformer and response of
electron ic switch
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Phase B to Gro und Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary side Open
Samp les
Figure 0.4: Phase B to gro und fault at no load power transformer, harm onics and
response of electroni c sw itch
Idb = Differential current of phase B,H1= Fundamental Harm onic ,
H, = s"harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Resul ts:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.0 65 * HI
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Figure 0 .5: Phase C to ground fault at no load power transform er and response of
electronic switch
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Phase C to Ground Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary side Open
Samples
Figure 0 .6: Phase C to ground faultat no loadpower transformer, harmonics and response
of electronic swi tch
Ide = Differential current of phase C, H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
1-1 5 = s"harmonic andS= Respon se of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
u, > 0.065 * HI
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Figure D.7: Phase A to ground fault prima ry side. responses of the three phases of
differenti al cur rent at equ al resis tive load (600.0), power transformer and respon se of
electronic switch.
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Figure 0 .8: Phase B to ground fault at equal resist ive load (600 n ) power transformer and
response of electro nic switch
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Figure 0 .9: Phase B to ground fault at equal resistive load (6000) power
Phase B to Ground Fault at Primary side and Secondary
side at Equal Resistive Load
Sam ples
harmonic s and response of electro nic switch.
Idh = Differential current of phase B. H)= Fundamental Harmonic .
1-1 ; = s"harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
n; > 0.065 * HI
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Figure D.I O: Phase C to ground fault at equal resistive load (600il) power transformer
and response of electronic switch
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Phase C to Gro und Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary
side at Equal Resistive Load
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Figure 0. 11: Phase C to ground fault at eq ual resist ive load (600fl) power
harm onics and response of electron ic swi tch.
Id e = Differential current of phase C, H1= Fundamental Harmonic.
H, = s" harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Resul ts:
Hz < 0.177 * Hi
n, > 0.065 * Hi
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Figure 0 .12: Response of the three phases of differential currents at unequal resistive load
(600/l200/2400171)powe r transformer and respo nse of electro nic switch
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Figure 0 .13: Phase B to gro und fault at unequ al resisti ve load (60 0/12 00/24 00 0.), power
transfor mer and respon se of electro nic sw itch
Idb = Differenti al Current of Phase B, S = Respon se of Electro nic Sw itch
Phase B to Ground Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary side
at Unequal Resistive Load (600/120 0/24000)
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Figure D.14: Phase B to ground fault at unequal resistive load (600/12 00/2400 [1]), power
transform er, harmonics and response of electronic switch
Idb = Different ial current of phase B, 1-1 1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
1-1 5 = 5th harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.0 65 * HI
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Figure D.15: Phase C to ground fault at unequal resistive load (600 /1200 /2400 fl ), power
transformer and response of electronic switch
Ide = Differential Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Swi tch
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Phase C to Ground fa ult at Primary side and Seco ndary side at
Unequal Resistive Load (600/1200 /240011)
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Figure 0.1 6: Phase C to ground fault at unequal resistive load (600/1200 /2400 I'!l). power
transform er. harmonics and response of electronic switc h
Ide = Differential current of phase C. 1-1 1= Fundamental Harmonic .
H5 = 5th harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI (0.6)
Hs > 0.065 * HI
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Figure 0 .17 : Responses of the three phases of different ial currents for phase to phase
fault, seco ndarys ide open, power transfor mer and response of electronic swi tch
Phase 10Phase Fault·Primary side &Secoodary side open
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Time,l(s)
Figure 0 .18: Phase A to Phase B fault at primary side when seco ndary open and response
of electronic switch
Idb = Diffe rential Current of Phase B, S = Response of Electro nic Switch
Phase to Phase Fault at Primary side and Secondary side Open
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Figure 0 .19: Phase A to Phase B fault at primary side when seconda ry side open.
harmonic s and response of electronic switch.
(db = Differential current of phase B. H,= Fundamental Harmonic .
H5 = s" harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.065 * HI
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Figure 0 .20: Phase A to Phase B fault at primary side when seco ndary side open and
response of electronic switch
[de = Differential Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
Phase to Phase Fault at Primary side and Seco ndary side Open
Figure 0 .21 : Phase A to Phase B fault at primary side and seco nda ry open. harmonics and
response of electro nic switch.
Ide = Differenti al cu rrent of phase C. H J= Fundamental Harmonic .
H5 = 5th harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Results :
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.065 * HI
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Figure 0 .22: Respon se of the three phases of dif ferent ial currents for inrush magnetizing
inrush current when power transformer secondary side open and response of electronic
switch
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Figure 0 .23 : Magnetizing Inrush Current in Phase B when secondary side of power
transform er open and response of electronic switch.
Idb= Differential Current of Phase B, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Magnetizing Inrush Current when Seco ndary side Open
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Figure 0 .24 : Magnet izin g Inrush Current in Phase B when seco nda ry side of powe r
tran sform er open, harm oni cs and response of electronic swi tch
Idb = Differential current of phase B, H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
H, = 5th harmonic and S= Respon se of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz > 0.177 * HI
Hs < 0.065 * HI
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Figure 0 .25 : Response of the three pha ses of di fferent ial currents fo r magneti zing inru sh
current when power transformer seconda ry side at equal resist ive load (60011) and
response of electronic switc h
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Figure 0 .26: Magnetizing Inru sh Current in Phase B when second ary side of power
tran sform er at equal resist ive load (600 11) and response of electronic switch.
Idb = Different ial Current of Phase B, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure D.27 : Magnet izing Inrush Current in Phase B when seconda ry side of power
transformer at equ al resisti ve load (600n) . harmonic s and response of elect ronic swi tch
Idb = Differenti al cu rrent of phase B. H1= Fundamental Harmonic.
H5 = 5th harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz > 0.177 * H,
u, < 0.065 * n,
(D. lO)
MagnetizingInrush Current-Secondal'f sideequal resistileload 6000hms
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Figure 0 .28 : Magnetizing Inrush Current in Phase C when seco ndary side of power
transformer at equal resistive load (60011)and response of electronic switch.
Ide = Differential Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Magnetizing Inrush Curre nt when Seco ndary side at
Equa l Resistive Load
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Figure 0 .29: Mag netizing Inrush Curre nt in Phase C when seco nda ry side of powe r
transformer at eq ual res istive load (6000), harmonics and respo nse of electro nic switch
Ide = Different ial curr ent of phase C. H,= Fundamental Harmonic,
H5 = s" harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Result s :
Hz > 0.177 * HI
Hs < 0.065 * HI
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Figure D.30:Respon se of the three phases of differenti al currents for magnetizing inrush
current when power transformer secondary sideat variable resistive load (600/1200/2400
11)and respon se of electronic switch
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Figure 0 .31: Magnetizing Inrush Current in Phase A when seco ndary side of power
transformer at variable res istive load (600/120 0/2400 il ) and response of electronic
switch
Ida = Differential Current of Phase A, S = Response of Electro nic Switch
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f igure 0 .32: Magneti zing Inrush Current in Phase A when seconda ry side of power
transform er at variable resistive load (600/1200/2400 0.), harm onics and respon se of
electronic switch
Ida = Differential current of phase A, H1= Fundamental Harmonic,
H, = 51h harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz > 0.177 * Hi
n, < 0.065 * Hi
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f igure 0. 33: Mag netizing Inrush Current in Phase B when seco nda ry side of power
transformer at var iable resistive load (600/120 0/2400 11) and response of electronic
switch.
Idb= Differenti al Current of Phase B, S = Response of Electronic Swi tch
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Figure 0 .34 : Magneti zing Inrush Current in Phase B when seconda ry side of power
tran sformer at variable resistive load (600 /1200 /2400.0.). harmonics and response of
electronic switch
Idb = Different ial curr ent of pha se B, 1-1 1= Fundamental Harm onic .
1-15 = s"harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Results:
Hz> 0.177 * HI
Hs < 0.065 * HI
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Figure 0. 35: Magnet izing Inrush Current in Phase C when seco ndary side of power
transformer at variable resistive load (600/12 00/2400 .(1) and response of electronic
switch.
Ide= Different ial Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure 0 .36: Magnetizing Inrush Curre nt in Phase C when seco nda ry side of power
transform er at variable resistive load (600/120012400.0), harmonics and response of
electronic switch
Idb = Differential current of phase B. H1= Fundamental Harmonic,
H, = s"harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Sw itch .
Result s :
n;< 0.065 * Hi
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Figure 0. 37: Response of the three phases of di fferent ial currents for phase to neut ral
fault when power transform er secondary side open and response of electronic switch
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Figure 0 .38: Phase to neutral fault current (secondary side) in Phase A when secondary
side of power transformer open and response of electronic switch.
Ida = Differential Current of Phase A, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure 0. 39: Phase to neutral fault current (secondary side) in Phase A when seco ndary
side of power transforme r open, harmonics and response of electro nic switc h.
Ida = Differential current of phase A, H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
H5 = s" harmonic and S= Respon se of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * n,
Hs > 0.065 «u,
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Figure DAO: Phase to neutral fault current (secon dary side) in Phase B when secondary
side of power transformer open and response of electronic switch.
Idb = Differential Current of Phase B, S = Response of Electronic Switc h
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Figure D.41: Phase to neut ral fault current (seco nda ry side) in Phase B when seco nda ry
side of power transfo rmer open, harmonics and response of electronic switch.
Idb = Differential current of phase B, H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
I-I, = s" harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.065 * HI
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Figure 0.42: Phase to neutral fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transformer open and response of electronic switch.
Ide = Differential Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure 0.43: Phase to neutral fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase C when secon dary
side of power transformer open, harmonics and response of electro nic switch.
Ide = Differential current of phase C, H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
H, = 5th harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.065 * HI
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Figure D.44: Response o f the three phases of differenti al currents for phase to neut ral
fault when power transfor mer seco ndary side at equal resistive load (600 11) and respo nse
of electronic swi tch.
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Figure 0.45: Phase to neutral fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase B when seco ndary
side of power transformer at equal resistive load (6000) and response of electronic
sw itch.
Idb = Differential Current of Phase B, S = Response of Elec tronic Swi tch
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Figure 0.46: Phase to neu tra l fault curre nt (seco nda ry side) in Phase 8 when seco nda ry
side of power tran sformer at equa l resis tive load . harmon ics and respon se of elec tro nic
sw itch.
Idh = Differential current of phase B. H 1= Fundamental Harmonic.
Hs = s" harmonic and S= Respon se of Electronic Switch.
Resul ts:
Hz < 0.17 7 * Hi
Hs > 0.065 * Hi
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Figure D.47: Phase to neutral fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase C when secon dary
side of power transformer at equal res istive load (600 11) and response of electronic
switch.
Ide = Differential Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure 0.48: Phase to neut ral fault current (secondary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transformer at equal resistive load (6000.). harm on ics and response of
electronic switch.
Ide = Differential current of phase C. H1= Fundamentall-larmonic.
1-1 5 = 5th harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.065 * HI
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Figure D.49: Response of the three phases of d ifferentia l currents for phase to neutral
fault when power transfor mer seco ndary side at unequal res istive load (600/1200/2400 Q)
and response of electron ic switc h S.
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Figure D.50: Phase to neutral fault current (secondary side) in Phase B when secondary
side of power transformer at un-equal resistive load (600/1200 /2400 11)and response of
electronic switch S.
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Figure 0 .51 : Phase to neutr al fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase B when secondary
side of power transform er at un-equal res istive load (600/1200/2400 n ) and response of
electronic swi tch S.
Idb = Differential current of phase B. 1-\)= Fundamental Harmonic .
li s = 51h harmon ic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI (0 .20)
Hs > 0.065 * HI
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Figure 0 .52: Phase to neutral fault current (secondary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transformer at un-equal resistive load (600/1200/2400 D.) and response of
electronic switch S.
Ide = Differential Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure 0 .53: Phase to neutr al fault cu rrent (sec onda ry side) in Phase C when seconda ry
side of power tran sform er at un-equ al resis tive load (600/1200/2400 !l) and response of
electronic switch.
Ide = Differential current of phase C, H1= Fundamental Harmonic,
H5 = s'"harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
n, > 0.065 * HI
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Figure 0. 54: Responses of the three phases of differential currents for phase to phase
fault when power transformer secondary side open and response of electronic switch.
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Figure 0 .55: Phase to Phase fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase B when secondary
side of power transforme r open and response of electronic switch S.
ldb= Differential Current of Phase B, S = Response of Elec tronic Swi tch
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Figure 0 .56: Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase B when secondary
side of power transformer open and response of electronic switch S.
ldb= Differential current of phase B. H1= Fundamental Harmonic .
H, = s"harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.065 * HI
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Figure D.S7: Phase to Phase fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transform er open and response of electronic switch S.
Ide = Different ial Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electro nic Swi tch
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Figure D.58 : Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transform er open and response of electronic switch.
Ide = Differential current of phase C, H1= Fundamental Harmonic .
H5 = s" harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * H1
Hs > 0.065 * H1
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Figure 0.59: Responses of the three phases of differe ntia l curre nts for phase to phase
fault when power transfo rmer seco ndary side at eq ual resistive load (600 .0) and respo nse
of electron ic swi tch.
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Figure D.60: Phase to Phase fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase B when seco ndary
side of power transform er at equ al resistive load (60011)and response of electronic switch
S.
Idb = Dif ferenti al Current of Phase B, S = Response of Electronic Sw itch
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Figure 0 .61: Phase to Phase fault current (seco ndary side) in Phase B when secondary
side of power transformer at equal resistive load (600 fl) and response of electronic
switchS .
Idh = Differential current of phase B, H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
H5 = s" harmonic and S= Respon se of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
n, > 0.065 * HI
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Figure D.62: Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transformer at equal resistive load (600 11) and response of electronic
switch S.
Ide = Differential Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure 0 .63: Phase to Phase fault cu rrent (seco ndary side) in Phase C when seco ndary
side of power transformer at equal resist ive load (600 .0.) and response of electro nic
switch.
Ide = Differenti al current of phase C, H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
Hs = 5th harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch .
Result s:
Hz < 0.1 77 * H1
Hs > 0.065 * H1
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Figure D.64: Responses of the three phases of differential currents for phase to phase
fault when power transformer secondary side different atresistive load (600/1200/2400 11)
and response of electronic switch.
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Figure 0 .65: Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase B when secondar y
side of power transformer at different resistive load (600 /1200 /2400 D.) and response of
electronic switch S.
Idb = Differential Current of Phase B, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure 0 .66: Phase to Phase fault curre nt (seco ndary side ) in Phase B when seco ndary
side of power trans former at different resistive load (60011200/240 0 11) and response of
electronic switch S.
[db = Differential current of phase B, H,= Fundamental Harmonic ,
1-1 5= s"harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * HI
Hs > 0.0 65 * HI
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Figure 0 .67: Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase C when secondary
side of power transformer at differ ent resisti ve load (600/12 00/2400 D.) and response of
electronic switch S.
[de = Differenti al Current of Phase C, S = Response of Electronic Switch
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Figure 0 .68: Phase to Phase fault current (secondary side) in Phase C when
side of power transformer at different resistive load (600/120 0/24000) and response
electronic switch S.
Ide = Differential current of phase C. H1= Fundamental Harmonic ,
H; = 5th harmonic and S= Response of Electronic Switch.
Result s:
Hz < 0.177 * Hi
n;> 0.065 * Hi
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Appendi x E
Program for Microcontroller
The code for extrac ting harmonics and instructions to the electro nic contro l relay are
give n for exec ution of the electronic switch.
II Program for the Digital Protection of the Power Transformer
#if definedLPCB~
#fuses HS, NOW DT, NOPROTECT
#use delay(clock=20000000 )
#use rs232( baud=9600, xmit=PIN_A3, rcv=PIN_A2)
#elif definedLPCM~
#include <16F877.h>
#fuses HS,NOWDT , NO PROTECT,NO LVP
#use delay(clock=200 0000 0)
#use rs232( baud=9600, xmit=PIN_C6, rcv=PIN_C7)
#endif
#include <ltc 1298.c>
#include <math.h>
float currentl ,current2,current3;
float sa[3],sb[3],sc [3],ca [3],cb[3],cc[3];
float hl ,h2,h5;
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int INST_TRIP=O;
int OVE R_EXC ITE=O;
int N=16;
intwait=O;
void measure_currenu )
{ set_adc_channel ( 0 );
current l = Read_AD CO;
if(currentl > 130)
{ printf("phase a");
INSTJ RIP= I ; }
set_adc_channel( 1 );
current2 = Read_ADCO;
if(current2 > 130)
{ printf("phase bOO );
INST_TRIP =I ;}
set_adc_channel( 2);
current3 = Read_AD CO;
if(current3 > 130)
{ printf("phase COO);
INST_TRIP =I ; }}
void measure_coeff(int sample,int c,intj)
{ sa[c]=sa[c]+(2/16)*current l *sin(2*j* 3.1416*(samplelN» ;
sb[c]=sb[c]+(2/16)*current2*sin(2*j *3.1416*(sa mplelN»;
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sc[c]=sc[c]+(2/16)* current3*s in(2*j*3 .1416*(sa mplelN));
ca[c]=ca[c ]+(2/16)*current1*cos(2*j* 3.14 16*(samplelN));
cb[c]=cb[c]+(2/16)*curr ent2*cos(2*j *3.1416*(sampl elN));
cc[c] =cc[c] +(2/16)*curr ent3 *cos(2*j*3.1416*(samp lelN));}
void inpur samplest)
{ int i; for(i=O;i<N;i++)
{measure_currentO;
if(lNST_T RIP== I)
{ break;}
else
{ measure_coeff(i+I ,O,I );
meas ure_coef f(i+ 1, I,2);
measure_coeff(i+ 1,2,5);
// delay_ms( l ); }}}
void measure_harmonic st )
{ hI =sa [O]*sa[O]+sb[O]*sb[O]+sc[O]*sc[O];
h I=h1+ca[O]*ca[O]+cb[O]*cb[O]+cc[O]*cc[O];
h2=sa[I ]*sa[1]+sb[ I]*sb[ 1]+sc[1]*sc[l] ;
h2=h2+ca[I] *ca[1]+cb[ I]*cb[l ]+cc[l] *cc[l] ;
h5=sa[2]*sa[2]+sb[2]*sb[2]+sc[2]*sc[2];
h5=h5+ca[2]*ca[2]+cb[ 2]*cb[2]+cc[2]*cc[2];}
void maim)
{ wait=O;
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INST_TRIP =O;
setupyort_a( ALL_ANAL OG);
setup_adc( ADC_C LOCK_INTERNAL);
outpuUow(PIN_B3);
outpuUow(PIN_B4);
outpuUow(PIN_B5);
do{sa[O]=sa[I ]=sb[O]=sb[I ]=sc[O]=sc[I ]=ca[O]=ca[I] =cb[O]=cb[1 ]=cc[O]=cc[ 1]=0;
sa[2]=sb[2]=sc[2]=ca[2]=cb[2]=cc[2]=0;
hI =h2=h5=0;
inputsamplesf);
if(lNST_TRIP== I)
{ output_high(PIN_B3);
break;}
measure_harmonicst );
printf("hl =");
printf("%f',hl );
printf("\n");
printf("h 2=");
printf("%f' ,h2);
printf(" \n") ;
printf( "h5=");
printf ("%f' ,h5);
printf("\n");
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if(hSS(O.06S* h l))
{OVE R_EXC ITE= I;
outpuUlig h(P IN_B4);
break ;}
if(h2S(O.I77 *hI ))
{ lli f(wait== I)
II {output_high(PIN_ BS);
OVE R_EXC ITE=O;
Il wait=O;
brea k; II }
II else
II { II delay mst l S);
II wait= I; II}}}
while(T RUE);}
200
Appendi x F
Diagrams for Microcontroller
MCLRNpp - -
RAD/AND ._ _
RA1IAN1 - -
RA2JAN2NR=-F- _ _
RA3/AN3NR=-F+ _
RA4fTOCKI __
RA5IAN4/SS -
RED/RD/AN5 - -
RE1Nv'RJAN6 --
RE2ICStAN7 __
Voo - -..
Vs _.....
OSCHCLKIN - _
OSC2ICLKOUT _ -
RCOfT lOSOfT lCKI __
RC1fT10SI/CCP2 _
RC2ICCP"l _ _
RC3lSCKlSCL - -
RDO/PSPO__
RD1/PSPI --
- - RB7/PGD
-- RB6/PGC
- -- RB5
-- RB4
__ RB3/PGM
__ RB2
- RBI
-- RBO/INT
---- Voo
-- Vss
-- RD7/PSP7
- RD6/PSP6
-- RD5/PSP5
_ RD4/PSP4
__ RC7/RXlDT
_ RC6lTXlCK
__ RC5/SDO
-- RC4/SDl/SDA
__ RD3/PSP3
-- RD2IPSP2
Figure F.l.1 : Pin Diagram for Microcontroller-16F877
Figure F.l .2: Block Diagram of Programm able Controller (PIC 16F877)




